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Please read the following instructions
carefully and completely before use.
Correct application is required to
ensure proper function of the device.
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WARNING: If your pain
increases or persists
or you experience any
unusual reactions while
using this product,
consult your healthcare
provider immediately.
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1. Unfasten straps and slide affected
hand into brace.
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2. Align the dorsal stay with
middle knuckle.
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4. Thread wrist straps through matching links.
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5. Pull and wrap wrist straps around wrist. Secure
each strap until desired ﬁt and level of compression
is reached.
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6. Place thumb strap between the thumb and index
ﬁnger. Fasten the hook to the top of brace.
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7. Adjust straps as needed when swelling of the hand,
wrist or thumb changes.
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NOTE: Please refer to sew-in label on device for
care instructions.
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Please visit our website at www.birdcronin.com for
additional product information or contact a customer
care representative at 800-328-1095.
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NOTICE: Every effort has been made to obtain the maximum compatibility of
function, strength, durability and comfort with this product, however, there is no
guarantee that injury will be prevented with its use.
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